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Boris Petrov 5 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

THANK YOU, Dr. Malone, for the transcript.

This interview is like a brain earthquake -- I keep relistening it over and over.

I can’t stress enough that every citizen of Earth needs to know what @MikeBenzCyber described in

this extraordinary interview.

If you want to know the who, what, why, how of what’s happening to all of us this interview will

inform you. De facto -- we live under a military rule while " fighting for 'democracy' ".
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Thomas A Braun RPh 3 hrs ago

Mike Benz said, "Inversion of Democracy." Not bottom up, but top down with business and

governmental institutions acting in lock step to redefine the definition of democracy. President

Trump from day one was recognized as an impediment in moving this concept forward. The

Covid con was weaponized against him and the common man. The major players were

DOD/BARDA/CIA& Big Pharma with Gate Gang and WEF rejoicing! How many lives have been

destroyed by the cabal of humans that have inverted democracy for the benefit of a few? How

will this end?
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Robert W Malone MD, MS 3 hrs ago Author

= Fascism.
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Tom Daniel Tom’s Substack 2 hrs ago

My 'comment' has been BLOCKED!
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Thomas A Braun RPh 3 hrs ago

PS: All the Congressman who have been re-educated by the Aspen Institute should be

voted out of office!
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John Guy 1 hr ago

John Swinton, former editor of The New York Times shocked an audience of journalists

during a banquet speech when he said:

“There is no such thing in America as an independent press. You know it and I know it...

The business of the Journalist is to destroy truth; To lie outright; To pervert; To vilify; To

fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell his county and his race for his daily bread.

You know it and I know it and what folly is this toasting an independent press? We are the

tools and vassals for rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the

strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the property of

other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.”

“It is a fact that most editors and newsmen on the staffs of Life, Look, Time, Newsweek,

etc., and most editors, reporters, and commentators at NBC, CBS, and ABC take their

news and editorial cues from the New York Times.

Technically, it is a great newspaper; but it reports much of the news in conformity with its

editorial policies. The late Arthur Hays Sulzberger, chairman of the board of the New York

Times, was a member of the CFR, and today there are at least 11 people in high positions

with e Times who are CFR members.

Sulzberger's son-in-law Orvil E. Dryfoos (CFR) succeeded him as publisher. The current

publisher is Arthur Ochs ‘Punch’ Sulzberger (CFR). Other CFR members at the Times are:

Harding Bancroft, Executive Vice President. James Reston, Vice President and columnist;

A. M. Rosenthal, managing editor; Seymour Topping, assistant managing editor; Max

Frankel, Sunday editor; Harrison Salisbury, associate editor; C. L. Sulzberger, columnist;

and David Halberstam, columnist.”

–Gary Allen, “The Rockefeller File”

“Running a close second to the New York Times in the prestige race is the Washington

Post. Every Senator and Congressman, regardless of his party or political persuasion, has

the Post on his desk each morning.

Like the Times, the Post is read by the people who count when it comes to running the

country. The Post's owner and publisher Katharine Graham is a member of the CFR, as are

other top editors and management personnel. For years the Post has been referred to as

‘the uptown Daily Worker.’

The only time the Post has ever opposed big governments when it has been used to

investigate Communism. When this has happened, the people at the Post frantically start

waving the Constitution and babbling about ‘freedom of speech’ something they regularly

suppress when it involves opposition to fascism socialism or the Rockefellers.”

Gary Allen, “The Rockefeller File”
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Thomas A Braun RPh 34 mins ago

Says it all!
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H8SBAD 5 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

And we all wanted to believe Barack was one of the “good” guys. Diplomatic, intelligent, polished

does not mean good.
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Shelley 4 hrs ago

"We all" is going too far as too many knew exactly what he was. January 2009, I entered the

world of do whatever you can to push back against this Marxist. An online group I joined in

2009 has archived his entire presidency and it describes eight years of hell trashing the

Constitution. We got the transformation he promised and Michelle described in May of 08.

“Barack knows that we are going to have to make sacrifices; we are going to have to change

our conversation; we're going to have to change our traditions, our history; we're going to have

to move into a different place as a nation."
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Boris Petrov 4 hrs ago

Cocaine crazy and gay (bi-sexual) - and deeply corrupt plus -- he knows ALL about genocide

in Indonesia in his childhood :

A bit more on St. Obama and his CIA, FBI and NSA executives: Barack Obama was/is a spook

(i.e., CIA operative/spy ), from a spook family, and his political campaigns were financed by

spooks… ). Snowden disclosed the all-encompassing surveillance of US population under St.

Obama after Clapper directly lied about it in Senate and to all of us.

In 1965 CIA organized a coup against Indonesia founding president Sukarno by CIA-trained

generals. The US considered Sukarno too progressive (he implemented land-reform – same

reason for CIA coup in Guatemala which resulted with a genocide of high-land Mayas). CIA

installed one of the most murderous military regime (under Suharto dictatorship) on Earth

which killed more than two millions ( 2M ) civilians – the massacres are known as “The Jakarta

Method” (see book by Vincent Bevins) used subsequently in Africa (Angola, Mozambique) and

throughout Latin and Central America.

What is important here is that Obama’s mother, Ann Dunham, worked for U.S. government

agencies and allied NGOs—the Ford Foundation, Asia Foundation, Development Alternatives

Inc., and United States Agency for International Development (USAID)—in Indonesia in the

1960s and 1970s as well as later in Ghana, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, and Thailand.

Obama’s mother married Indonesian Lt. Col. Lolo Soetoro; they had a daughter Maya Soetoro

when Barack Obama was four. The colonel was from an aristocratic family which lost out in

Sukarno’s land reform; the marriage was likely arranged, Obama’s mother may have acted as a

female “honeypot” for the CIA whose job was to recruit assets

Obama always lied and claimed that his mother did not know about the countless atrocities

that were committed by the Suharto government, which is implausible given her CIA

background and the fact that they were much reported on by mainstream newspapers at the

time (although mostly favorably by right-wing media). Of significance, Obama underplayed his

stepfather Lolo’s army rank in his 2006 book, The Audacity of Hope.

Soetoro went on to become an executive at Mobil Oil and its liaison to Suharto, whose policies

Obama’s mother praised. And – Obama became a labor and community “organizer” – while he

actually worked for a large corporate foundation.

A Company Family: The Untold History of Obama and the CIA

By Jeremy Kuzmarov - October 1, 2021 ( Note: Photos themselves are truly fascinating )

A Company Family: The Untold History of Obama and the CIA - CovertAction Magazine

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/10/01/a-company-family-the-untold-history-of-

obama-and-the-cia/
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Thomas A Braun RPh 3 hrs ago

There is also a book out called JFK and Dulles that tells the story about JFK backing

Sukarno and Dulles didn't like it because his law firm represented the Rockefeller

interests.

including Freeport McMoran who is now doing the mining in Indonesia!
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Dianne Stoess 27 mins ago

I fell for it too. He's an eloquent speaker, but quite the deceiver!
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Maria Accounting and Finance Newslett… 5 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

For anyone interested, The Devil’s Chessboard, by David Talbot, shows the road map between the

CIA and the media. The art of ‘leaking’ information is well documented and shows the NYT and

WaPo were corrupt back to the 30’s and moving forward.
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Ned B. MEEMINGFUL 4 hrs ago

Another good book charting intelligence agency control over media in recent decades is Red

White & Blind: The Truth about Disinformation by Tony Brasunas. It was published in 2023 and

covers many of the topics Mike Benz discussed with Tucker Carlson.
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Shelley 5 hrs ago

Thanks for that Maria. There are a handful of well-written and documented books shinning a

light on the CIA. Never hurts to have another! Dr. Malone has provide links to websites on this

in the past. Find and save them!
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Dr Feldtman Dr’s Newsletter 5 hrs ago

We are living in “Red Dawn”…. Just without the parachutes
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Patriot4Trump TerriLoverofHills’s Substack 5 hrs ago

.. with a Little Red Book, as in Mao's playbook, to be printied and memorized by the millions.

Guess no print version needed, as this chat of Tucker's outlines for us. I've been in small towns

where people are afraid to let anyone know they are conservative. As recent as yesterday. And

guess what, their next door neighbor is also conservative, also, afraid to let anyone know.
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Lonnie Bedell 4 hrs ago

I've only seen 1 Trump sign in town, and the only NH county to vote for the establishment

candidate Nikki Haley. Don't really feel like getting a rock through the window by putting

up a Trump sign, but you never know with the left. It's a shame.
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Patriot4Trump TerriLoverofHills’s Substack 2 hrs ago · edited 2 hrs ago

Same in my PA Phila area town, Lonnie. In my former state, CO, it's very cool to see

30+ Trump signs or flags in a row, when driving in the not so Lefty areas. I do have

hope for places like CO, they are waking up on the frontrange (city areas) also. But

will they in time.

For inspiration - a CO gem, where Medal of Honor recipients are remembered, is the

American Values Center in Pueblo.

Their Vision Statement - "A source for future generations to learn and explore how

doing the right thing for family, community, and country will keep America great."

Link - many short videos of Medal of Honor Recipients -

https://americanvaluecenter.tovuti.io/media-resources?

filter=eyJjYXRlZ29yeSI6MCwic3ViY2F0ZWdvcnkiOjAsInR5cGUiOiIwIiwic2VhcmNoIjoi

IiwibGFuZ3VhZ2UiOiJlbi1HQiIsInNpemUiOjQwLCJzdGFydCI6MH0=
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GuessAgain 4 hrs ago

LOL,....... not here though. I'm in the deep south. Plenty of people who aren't getting the

big picture , but conservative, none the less.
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Tom Daniel Tom’s Substack 3 hrs ago

Actually, since the Communists at CBS, ABC and NBC convoluted it during the 1970 elections,

we are living (now) in the "Blue Dawn".

Perhaps "CFR" member - Warren Beatty - will make a "BLUE'S" sequel to his "RED'S".
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Sybil 4 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Yesterday I listened to Tucker’s Benz interview twice. In doing so, my mind trailed off to so many

Substack writers as daily they published the very things rolling off his tongue in firehose fashion.

Had we not had a cursory understanding prior to that interview, 80% would have gone over our

heads completely unrecognized and unnoticed. Yes, they are stunning. They are sobering.

Thank you for setting it up for so many more of our people to view who love our country and want it

back. I pray to God it goes viral.
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Don Reed 5 hrs ago

02/17/24: "Democracy" is Fani Willis's "justification" (on the witness stand no less!) for looting the

public state treasury of Georgia and spending it on her Eunuch-Lawyer Lover and their all-

expenses-paid trips to vacation resorts, etc.
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GuessAgain 4 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Man o man, what we have discovered in the last 8 years or so! The light is starting to shine bright.

Lets just hope and pray we can turn this ship around.

BTY, Robert, very good show on Epoch TV last night.
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Robert W Malone MD, MS 3 hrs ago Author

thank you. More are coming!
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Melanie Reynolds 4 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Wow! That is shocking yet totally believable information.

My husband walked through the room and heard just a few minutes and replied” We are living in a

military state.”

Now what can we do?

Dr Malone you have had this operation target you since the Dark Horse Podcast. Thank you for not

backing down. I think most of us in this substack have been censored on social media. We can’t

backdown. I will keep sending out the information you publish on substack.

Happy 45 th Anniversary today.
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Melanie Reynolds 3 hrs ago

PS I missed your Epoch TV interview. Can you post a link. I will see if I can pull it up
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TriTorch Out Here On the Perimeter 5 hrs ago

"In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence,

whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous

rise of misplaced power exists, and will persist" -Eisenhower's warning against the MIC <----You

Are Here
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter 4 hrs ago

I agree TriTorch with Biden you will get no guard against anything. He only cares about keeping

power. He has no care for the average American.
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Debby 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

The long format interviews Tucker is doing are amazing. He never could have gotten that interview

with Mike Benz in the "made for TV" format. TCN & Substack, Rumble, are doing good in this

chaotic world.
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Karen Baetz 4 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Wow, mind-boggling information!! We are your warriors and we will spread this wide and far...
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Greg Greg’s Newsletter 5 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Truth always wins out, but getting truth out has become a war. Getting the truth of the mRNA shots

out took about as long as WWII.
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David Poe David’s Thinking about the Worl… 4 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Wow, what an interview. M two cents on propaganda in general:

These five rules of propaganda have been known for a long time, and they are certainly not original

with myself. They can be found on the internet through searches. Please send them around so that

more people will be aware of them. Ideally get them posted in school classrooms. Thank You.

The Five Rules of Propaganda

1. The rule of simplification - reducing all data to a simple confrontation between 'Good and Bad',

'Friend and Foe'.

2. The rule of disfiguration - discrediting the opposition by crude smears and parodies.

3. The rule of transfusion - manipulating the consensus values of the target audience for one's own

ends.

4. The rule of unanimity - presenting one's viewpoint as if it were unanimous opinion of all right-

thinking people: draining the doubting individual into agreement by the appeal of star-performers,

by social pressure , and by 'psychological contagion'.

5. The rule of orchestration - endlessly repeating the same messages in different variations and

combinations.

https://drp314.substack.com/p/propaganda-thoughts
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Susan Vantreese 5 hrs ago

I’m reading Eric Metaxas’s biography of Bonhoeffer. The speed of the Nazi regime to overtake

Germany is comparable to the forces overtaking democracy at present. We must awaken true

Patriots to sacrifice their comfort to confront the Evil in our times. This interview confirmed the

deep state’s tentacles that affect every aspect of our lives. Horrifically frightening….
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Dr Feldtman Dr’s Newsletter 2 hrs ago

Indeed….evil persists
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It’s all coming out. That man, The Twitter Files, Racket, Public and all of their contributors, Lee

Fang, Greenwald, physicians, scientists, various whistleblowers, public and private citizens of all

stripes - it’s all coming out.
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Patriot4Trump TerriLoverofHills’s Substack 5 hrs ago

Fantastic this link can be shared, with those not signed up for Tucker! Thanks Docs M.
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Red green 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Wow! Since I became somewhat politically coherent, sometime around the mid sixties, I have asked

myself and others from time to time why our government makes laws and decisions that seem to be

in direct conflict with what I believe to be common sense.  Sad as it is, this explains it.

GOD Bless and many Thanks to Dr. Malone, Jill, and your staff.
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Barbara Lekowicz Barbara’s Newsletter 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

I cannot thank you enough Dr Malone for posting this interview. I am shell shocked at the

revelations put forth here! How long this has been going on and now how fast it is moving! We all

have to continue to pass this information on to anyone who will listen. Thank goodness for Tucker

also!!
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Patriot in Canada 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

I know we all suspected this but didn't know how it all worked. To have it confirmed and all laid out

is just stunning! What can we collectively do about it?
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Wendy 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

The big questions are how do we take our government back and what are we going to do if/when

they cheat the next election - scary times!
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter 4 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

For a long time I didn’t understand why the heads of agencies and the military hated Trump so

much. This certainly shows he was somewhat of a wall they butt up against. I had a neighbor/friend

who joined the army after college at Northeastern U. He made it all the way to the rank of Colonel

and was the person that lobbied congress as he said for everything from a bullet to an M1A2

Abrams Tank to S-97 Raider hi speed helicopters. He stopped by after the 2020 election and I

asked him what he thought of Biden being president? He said I’m totally relieved and happy Trump

is gone. Of coarse I asked why?? He said things will get back to normal. When Trump was president

he would go line by line through requests to fund equipment many times not allowing funding for

things he didn’t think were needed. With Biden he said it’s rubber stamped. Whatever I want gets

funded. He said this same thing is throughout the whole military’s leadership.

I believe the desire for all of America’s agencies to oust Trump was mainly because he looked out

for America’s bottom line. Biden allows anything and everything including sensor ship to play ball

with these agencies including the military. This keeps him in power. This is why they installed him.

All of these people have no care for the cost of food, the price of gas, what it costs to heat/cool

your home or increased wages for average people. They only care about having an open check

book and the power to do what they want for themselves and their piers. J.Goodrich
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Swabbie Robbie 3 hrs ago

His getting elected when "everyone knew" Hillary Clinton would become the president upset

(delayed) their globalist plans and the grift for a couple of years. He won in 2020 and they

were better prepared for that. Now they will keep trying to make sure it doesn't happen a 3rd

time.
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter 3 hrs ago

Robbie it’s hard for me to watch these evil people take him down piece by piece. When I

saw Jean Carrel rejoice over her efforts to steal 83 million dollars from him given to her by

a corrupt judge, and now New York’s 350 million for another phony case I honestly hold

back tears seeing what’s happened to America. I just can’t believe it. I know he’s far from

a perfect man, none of us are. If it comes down to it I believe eventually they will kill him.
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GMoody 2 hrs ago

My heart breaks for Donald Trump and his entire family. I honestly believe the CIA

intends to bankrupt him, ensure he is convicted of a felony, will make sure he cannot

become our next president no matter what they need to do to prevent him from

dismantling their illegal operations inside the US. Trump has the secret binder that

proves Obama authorized the Russia Hoax with the help of the CIA and FBI. That’s

why they raided Mara Lago.
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Swabbie Robbie 2 hrs ago

I feel the same on all points. I doubt anyone even on the left think Jean Carrel had a

case or that anything ever happened. She could not even say what year it

"happened" (Her legal bill paid for by the owner of Linkedin). But her testimony was a

script from a TV show. So I guess that makes for credibility. So anything that hurts

Trump is fine with the left. On the same day the "judge" came out with the $355M

steal from Trump for not doing anything wrong, Trump made $4 Billion on the Truth

Social sale. Last night I read that the truckers have decided not to drive into New

York. How many will participate? we will see. I think one thing that may be holding

them back from murdering Trump is they are afraid what the people will do in

response. This is not the era of the Kennedy assassinations, and we all have been put

through a lot in the last 4 years.
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Gary B Myers 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Quite an earful to digest in one sitting. The issue now is getting through the net election then trying

to mitigate this web of deception that is destroying our Freedom and with it our Republic. Tough

one putting this genie back in the bottle and intense spiritual battle
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Debby 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thank you for the transcript Dr. Malone. I watched Tuckers interview last night, my mind is still

blown. I was going to watch it again but having the transcript will help me sort this information out.

We (the people) are in for an interesting year. I am grateful for all of you on the "Dream Team".
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bself bself’s Substack 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

No wonder a DOD audit is considered a weapon of Brass destruction.
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Patricia 5 hrs ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thank you Dr. Malone! I listened to Tuckers interview and a novice to all this information so I

thought. At the end the”of course”
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Trying hard 5 hrs ago · edited 42 mins ago Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thank you, Dr. Malone. Truly horrifying. Every citizen should watch this no matter their political

persuasion. Worse than I even feared. I was clueless and semi trusting for 67 years until the first

senseless days, and now years, of the covid scamdemic, followed by the " in our face" corruption

of the 2020 election. All trust is gone.
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Nealstar 3 hrs ago

We are living in a Democracy aka Mob Rule. Our Republic ended 20 January 1989 when Ronald

Reagan left office with a brief, yet energetic revival during Donald J. Trump's term, hopefully with a

roaring encore when he is resumes his rightful position on 20 January 2025.
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John Guy 1 hr ago

It ended in 1871....

The Corporation of the United States of America.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHl4j5xF-Js&t=1s

******************

1st: In 1863, Lincoln instituted martial law. He ordered that the states (people) either conscript

troops and provide money in support of the North or be recognized as an enemy of the nation.

This martial law Act of Congress is still in effect today - what it means is that the President has

dictatorial authority to do anything that can be done by the government in accord with the

Constitution of the United States of America. This is the foundation of Presidential Executive

Orders.

2nd: The District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871 created a private corporation (hereinafter

"Corp. U.S.") owned and operated by the actual government for the purpose of carrying out

the business needs of the government under martial law. This was done under the

constitutional authority for Congress to pass any law within the ten mile square of Washington,

District of Columbia.

3rd: In said Act, Corp. U.S. adopted their own constitution (UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION ),

which was identical to the national Constitution (Constitution of the United States of America)

except that it was missing the national constitution's 13th Amendment. The national

constitution's 13th, 14th and 15th amendments are respectively numbered 14th, 15th and 16th

amendments in their constitution.

4th: The corporation began to generate debts via bonds etc., which came due in 1912, but

they could not pay their debts so the 7 families that bought up the bonds demanded payment

and Corp. U.S. could not pay. Said families settled the debt for the payments of all of Corp.

U.S.' assets and for all of the assets of the Treasury of the United States of America.

5th: As 1913 began, Corp. U.S. had no funds to carry out the necessary business needs of the

government so they went to said families and asked if they could borrow some money. The

families said no (Corp. U.S. had already demonstrated that they would not repay their debts in

full). The families had foreseen this situation and had the year before finalized the creation of a

private corporation of the name "Federal Reserve Bank". Corp. U.S. formed a relationship with

the Federal Reserve Bank whereby they could transact their business via note rather than with

money. Notice that this relationship was one made between two private corporations and did

not involve government; that is where most people error in understanding the Federal Reserve

Bank system-again it has no government relation at all. The private contracts that set the

whole system up even recognize that if anything herein proposed is found illegal or impossible

to perform it is excluded from the agreements and the remaining elements remain in full force

and effect.

6th: Almost simultaneously with the last fact (also in 1913), Corp. U.S. passes and adopts (as if

ratified) their own 16th amendment. It must be noted that this amendment has nothing to do

with our nation, with our people or with our national Constitution, which already had its own

16th amendment. The Supreme Court ruled that it did nothing that was not already done other

than to make plain and clear the right of the United States (Corp. U.S.) to tax corporations. We

agree, considering that they were created under the authority of Corp. U.S.
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John Guy 1 hr ago

Part 2:

7th: Next (also 1913) Congress passed and entered the 17th amendment as ratified, even

though the states had no opportunity to ratify the same. This amendment is not only not

ratified, it is not constitutional; the Constitution forbids Congress from even discussing

the matter of where Senators are elected.

8th: In 1914, the Freshman class and all Senators that successfully ran for re-election in

1913 by popular vote are seated in Corp. U.S. capacity only.

9th: In 1917, Corp. U.S. enters WWI and passes their Emergency War Powers, and Trading

with the Enemies Acts.

10th: In 1918, President Wilson is re-elected by the Electoral College but their election is

required to be confirmed by the constitutionally set Senate; where in the new Corp. U.S.,

only Senators were allowed to participate in the Electoral College vote confirmation. The

only authority that could possibly have been used for electoral confirmation was

corporate only. Therefore, President Wilson was not confirmed into office for his second

term as President of the United States of America and was only seated in the Corp. U.S.

Presidential capacity. Therefore the original jurisdiction government's seats were vacated

because the people didn't seat any original jurisdiction government officers.

11th: In 1933, the Trading with the Enemies Act was adjusted to recognize the people of

the United States of America as enemies of Corp. U.S.

12th: In 1944, under the Bretton Woods Agreement, Corp. U.S. is quit claimed to the

International Monetary Fund, and becomes a foreign controlled private corporation.

13th: Some time after 1935, you asked the Social Security Administration for a relationship

with their program. They create an entity with a name (that sounds like your name but is

spelled with all capital letters) and a depository account number in the Social Security

General Trust Fund (GTF). They give you the Social Security card which identifies you as

the single person with authority to control the entity they created (on review: you may

notice that the Social Security Administration was the creator of the entity, the GTF is its

beneficiary and you were made its Trustee.) More importantly: this capacity does not limit

you or your capacity to act in your sovereign capacity in any way.

14th: In 1968, at the national governors' conference in Lexington, Kentucky, the IMF

leaders of the event proposed the dilemma the State governors were in for carrying out

their business dealings in Federal Reserve Notes (foreign notes), which is forbidden in the

national and State constitutions, alleging that if they did not do something to protect

themselves the people would discover what had been done with their money and would

likely kill them all and start over. They suggested the States form corporations like Corp.

U.S. and showed the advantages of the resultant uniform codes that could be created,

which would allow better and more powerful control over the people.

15th: By 1971, every State government in the union of States had formed such private

corporations (Corp. State), in accord with the IMF admonition, and the people ceased to

seat original jurisdiction government officials in their State government seats.

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_americanempire20.htm
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Mark G. Meyers Breaking Ground 4 hrs ago

The first point Tucker makes... What does America have that makes it different? He calls it the

freedom of speech. That's all over the place, but private media gets captured. In fact, what the US

has which really distinguishes it from all the rest is its power of states. I think we will be needing

this power in the future. For example, did you know 18 states have initiated (by the people)

amendments? Did you know that in almost every state the general public votes on state

amendments? People will have to learn how to get together democratically. In the meantime, yes,

we are coming into some very heavy weather.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Joan Thomas 4 hrs ago

We ARE NOT a Democracy. We are a Constitutional Republic.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Red green 3 hrs ago

CORRECT!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Marie-Louise Murville Marie-Louise Murville’s Substack 5 hrs ago

Playing God for 76 years: the CIA, the State Department, and the DoD. With large global supporting

cast.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Shelley 4 hrs ago

And can I add that the USG has been the quarterback for the" United Nation's" quest for

global dominance - one world government? We've had a shadow government since Wilson.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Greg Greg’s Newsletter 5 hrs ago

Yeah, and the right thinks Trump will be "allowed" to win. Not hardly. It will be Michelle Obama

installed by the CIA. Just watch.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

H8SBAD 5 hrs ago

I used to laugh at this speculation. But there is plenty of precedent for last minute replacement

candidates winning. I’m starting to join you on this conspiracy theory. No chance for

opposition to build an effective campaign against M Obama. A Black woman obviates the

problems with skipping VP Kamala. Keeps the reins to power within the same dynasty. Gives

the TDS crew a reason to get excited again (unlike Biden). It fits.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Shelley 4 hrs ago

Who is Robert Malone Upgrade to paid
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Shelley 4 hrs ago

What is she going to run on? She already knows that her statement from May 08 has been

fulfilled. "We are going to have to make sacrifices; we are going to have to change our

conversation; we're going to have to change our traditions, our history; we're going to

have to move into a different place as a nation."

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

jtrudel trudelgroup.com jtrudel’s Newsletter 3 hrs ago

This is blockbuster information. All Americans should check it out.

Tucker Carlson:

I mean, it's almost beyond belief that this has happened. I mean, my own father worked for the US

government in this business in the information war against the Soviet Union and was a big part of

that. And the idea that any of those tools would be turned against American citizens by the US

government, I think I want to think was absolutely unthinkable in say 1988. And you're saying that

there really hasn't been anyone who's raised objections and it's absolutely turned inward to

manipulate and rig our own elections as we would in say Latvia.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

MICHAEL STINSON, NP, MSN 2 hrs ago

Dr. Malone and Tucker Carlson, I have a deep appreciation for what you do to expose the Deep

State's efforts to turn our Constitutional Republic into a Marxist state where every aspect of our

lives are controlled by the Deep State's central government.

But, what can I do except vote? With most of the candidates on my ballot I've never heard of.

So, unless you're willing to organize peaceful demonstrations in front of the different organizations

conspiring and acting to establish this totalitarian governance, an event I would be more than

happy to attend, what the hell else can I do? I don't think writing letters to my Congressman or my

US Senators will accomplish anything, especially since they are willingly or unwillingly contributing

to our Nation's demise by an indebtedness that will eventually end the USA as We the People now

know it!

So, please, Gentlemen, tell me what I can do to help? I already contribute small amounts to Dr.

Malone's Institute. I'm not sure if I have subscribed to Tucker's organization. I'm a retiree on a fixed

income, so I can't do much else financially.

So, please, devise a method in which your grassroots followers like me can help? In advance. I

thank you!

Mike Stinson, NP, MSN

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Patriot4Trump TerriLoverofHills’s Substack 45 mins ago · edited 33 mins ago

Talk. Share. I share a business sized card, after a brief chat. Include a few important names,

like Dr Malone, platforms, like Substack, websites, like FLCCC, TheHighwire. It's easy to create

one, I used Vistaprint, one of their ready-made templates, and just filled in spaces with text

boxes. How else will the public start to learn the Truths? They must learn to find resources!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

John Guy 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

The powers of financial capitalism had another far reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world

system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country

and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by

the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements, arrived at in frequent

private meetings and conferences. The apex of the system was the Bank for International

Settlements in Basle, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the world's' central

banks which were themselves private corporations.The growth of financial capitalism made

possible a centralization of world economic control and use of this power for the direct benefit of

financiers and the indirect injury of all other economic groups.

 —Professor Carroll Quigley of Georgetown University, Tragedy and Hope: A History of The World in

Our Time (Macmillan Company,1966,)

 The Council on Foreign Relations is "the establishment." Not only does it have influence and power

in key decision-making positions at the highest levels of government to apply pressure from above,

but it also announces and uses individuals and groups to bring pressure from below, to justify the

high level decisions for converting the U.S. from a sovereign Constitutional Republic into a servile

member state of a one-world dictatorship.

 —Former Congressman John Rarick 1971

  We are at present working discreetly with all our might to wrest this mysterious force called

sovereignty out of the clutches of the focal nation states of the world. 

—Professor Arnold Toynbee, in a June 1931 speech before the Institute for the Study of

International Affairs in Copenhagen. 

If there are those who think we are to jump immediately into a new world order, actuated by

complete understanding and brotherly love, they are doomed to disappointment. If we are ever to

approach that time, it will be after a patient and persistent effort of long duration. The present

international situation of mistrust and fear can only be corrected by a formula of equal status,

continuously applied, to every phase of international contacts, until the cobwebs of the old order

are brushed out of the minds of the people of all lands.

 —Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, president of the World Federation of Education Associations (August

1927), quoted in the book International Understanding: Agencies Educating for a New World Order

(April 1995)

The New World Order will have to be built from the bottom up rather

than from the top down. It will look like a great "booming, buzzing

confusion, " to use William James' famous description of reality, but

an end run around national sovereignty', eroding it piece by piece, will

accomplish much more than the old-fashioned frontal assault.

—CFR member Richard N. Gardner, writing in the April 1974 issue

of the CFR's journal, Foreign Affairs.
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John Guy 3 hrs ago

...when the struggle seems to be drifting definitely towards a world

social democracy, there may still be very great delays and disap -

pointments before it becomes an efficient and beneficent world sys -

tern. Countless people... will hate the new world order... and will die

protesting against it. When we attempt to evaluate its promise, we

have to bear in mind the distress of a generation or so of malcontents, many of them quite gallant

and graceful-looking people.

—H. G. Wells, in his book entitled The New World Order (1939)
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Swabbie Robbie 3 hrs ago

Thanks for this. I was just watching the interview on X sent to me by my wife when your substack

dropped. Now I also have the transcript. We are in TROUBLE! We see how much more complicated

the election has become than just trying to have paper ballots and clean voter roles. When our

government(s) is (are) working against its citizens from having a real vote.

Bertolt Brecht wrote:

“Some party hack decreed that the people

had lost the government's confidence

and could only regain it with redoubled effort.

If that is the case, would it not be be simpler,

If the government simply dissolved the people

And elected another?”

It is what they are doing with the "migrant" invasion on the borders as well as the disinformation

and censorship schemes. Governments demand a monopoly on disinformation
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John Guy 1 hr ago

Past and present members of the globalist secret societies Bilderberg, CFR, and Trilateral

Commission have headed the following media giants:

ABC

CBS

NBC

PBS

CNN

AP

Reuters

New York Times

New York Post

Washington Post

Washington Times

L.A. Times

Wall Street Journal

Newsweek

Business Week

National Review

Time

Life

Look

Fortune

Reader’s Digest

U.S. News & World Report

Atlantic Monthly

McCall’s

World Review

Scientific American

Sesame Street (CTVW)

Many minor media newspapers/publishers are CFR owned as well, for instance:

Arkansas Gazette

Des Moines Register

Des Moines Tribune

Guy Gannett Co.

Houston Post

Minneapolis Star

Minneapolis Tribune

Denver Post

Louisville Courier

CFR owned book publishers include,

Macmillan

Random House

Simon & Schuster

McGrawHill

Harper Brothers

Little Brown & Co.

Viking Press

IBM Publishing and Printing

Xerox Corp.

Yale University Press

Harper & Row,

...many of which specialize in children’s textbooks.

“Furthermore, sitting on the boards of directors of the corporations which own the media are

secret society members.

Some of the well-known reporters, anchors, and columnists who are members of the CFR

and/or the Trilateral Commission include,

Dan Rather

Bill Meyers

C.C. Collinwood

Diane Sawyer

David Brinkley

Ted Koppel

Barbara Walters

John Chancellor

Marvin Kalb

Daniel Schorr

Joseph Kraft

James Reston

Max Frankel

David Halberstram

Harrison Salisbury

A. Ochs Sulzberger

Sol Linowitz

Nicholas Katzenbach

George Will

Tom Brokaw

Robert McNeil

David Gergen

Mortimer Zuckerman

Georgie Ann Geyer

Ben J. Wattenberg,
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Swabbie Robbie 39 mins ago

What is left? It would be shorter to write which ones aren't controlled. My guess it leaves

Mad Magazine and its Spy VS Spy cartoon strip. Yeesh!
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R. Erik Edens 4 hrs ago

Super disturbing information shared here. We The People need to figure out how to defund all this

shit and have complete transparency of every penny of government budgets so we can see how

our tax dollars are spent.
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Michael Williams 4 hrs ago

The Tucker video with was just WOW. Wuhan Cover-Up by RFK Jr, Tucker Putin interview and this

interview truly shows certain 3 letter agencies need to be taken to one specific task to be able to

be monitored, or need shut down!!
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Boris Petrov 4 hrs ago

About St. Obama and his CIA, FBI and NSA executives:

Barack Obama was/is a spook (i.e., CIA operative/), from a spook family, and his political campaigns

were financed by spooks… ). Snowden disclosed the all-encompassing surveillance of US

population under St. Obama after Clapper directly lied about it in Senate and to all of us.

In 1965 CIA organized a coup against Indonesia founding president Sukarno by CIA-trained

generals. The US considered Sukarno too progressive (he implemented land-reform – same reason

for CIA coup in Guatemala which resulted with a genocide of high-land Mayas). CIA installed one of

the most murderous military regime (under Suharto dictatorship) on Earth which killed more than

two millions ( 2M ) civilians – the massacres are known as “The Jakarta Method” (see book by

Vincent Bevins) used subsequently in Africa (Angola, Mozambique) and throughout Latin and

Central America.

What is important here is that Obama’s mother, Ann Dunham, worked for U.S. government agencies

and allied NGOs—the Ford Foundation, Asia Foundation, Development Alternatives Inc., and United

States Agency for International Development (USAID)—in Indonesia in the 1960s and 1970s as well

as later in Ghana, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, and Thailand.

Obama’s mother married Indonesian Lt. Col. Lolo Soetoro; they had a daughter Maya Soetoro when

Barack Obama was four. The colonel was from an aristocratic family which lost out in Sukarno’s

land reform; the marriage was likely arranged, Obama’s mother may have acted as a female

“honeypot” for the CIA whose job was to recruit assets

Obama always lied and claimed that his mother did not know about the countless atrocities that

were committed by the Suharto government, which is implausible given her CIA background and

the fact that they were much reported on by mainstream newspapers at the time (although mostly

favorably by right-wing media). Of significance, Obama underplayed his stepfather Lolo’s army

rank in his 2006 book, The Audacity of Hope.

Soetoro went on to become an executive at Mobil Oil and its liaison to Suharto, whose policies

Obama’s mother praised. And – Obama became a labor and community “organizer” – while he

actually worked for a large corporate foundation.

A Company Family: The Untold History of Obama and the CIA

By Jeremy Kuzmarov - October 1, 2021 ( Note: Photos themselves are truly fascinating )

A Company Family: The Untold History of Obama and the CIA - CovertAction Magazine

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/10/01/a-company-family-the-untold-history-of-obama-

and-the-cia/
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The Society of Problem Solvers The Society of Problem Solvers 4 hrs ago

How do we fix this? Who is talking about solutions? The problem has been obvious for a while.

We need to fix our systems. We need a trustworthy place to go and debate, problem solve, and

error correct. These systems of government and 3 letter agencies are all captured.

Our systems are corrupted. We need to build new ones. Transparent ones. Decentralized ones.

Trustworthy ones. Like this:

https://open.substack.com/pub/joshketry/p/how-to-fix-corrupt-government-in?

r=7oa9d&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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Shelley 5 hrs ago

Racket commenters this morning were talking about this interview.

BTW on the Aspen Institute I remember posting this on Truth Social last year:

Another sad event from June 2023 involving a 'single' car accident in Colorado. Very, very sure this

was definitively an accident but it was being investigated. James Crown was only 70. I'm sure the

Aspen Institute is getting along just fine with a new president.
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Doug Thorburn Exposing Lies & Deceptions 48 mins ago

Tucker has outdone himself with this, his most important and horrifying interview ever.

And perhaps the most important and horrifying ever, by anyone.
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Lonnie Bedell 2 hrs ago

Just when you think this country is screwed, you find out you've barely scratched the surface. I had

to pause the video several times because it was so depressing.
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James Healthcare Expose 3 hrs ago

This is truly mind-blowing. The censorship industry is far vaster and more powerful than I had ever

imagined. It is a true Godzilla, trying to eat every truth that comes in its path. To think much of it is

being funded with our own tax dollars!!! We truly live in a military dictatorship, which promotes itself

by saying it is "protecting democracy". It is protecting democracy by destroying democracy.

In short, it is no different from the CCP or Politburo. We are but a short step away from

totalitarianism or at least despotism by a demented leader controlled by the Deep State. And I

thought the COVID nonsense was horrifying. This is terrifying, and I hope Mike Benz and Carlson

can come back and sketch out away to kill this monster.

BTW, I don't agree with Carlson on hate speech. I think it is always possible to make your point

without being mean, nasty, disrespectful, or hateful. I support people being able to say whatever

they want as long as they don't go down the road of hate speech, which is better defined by HOW

you make your point than what point you have to make. The problem with censoring hate speech,

once again, is defining what kind of language is mean, nasty, and disrespectful. If what you have to

say, no matter how sanitized it is, is deemed censorship-worthy "hate speech" you are essentially

silenced. This is censorship masquerading as "civilized" communication. I think people who are out

of line should be given a fair and reasonable opportunity to reframe their comment, and make their

points in more appropriate language without having to change the meaning of their comment.

Only words that make no point, but are just pure insults and slanders should be censored. Again,

who gets to decide what this is?
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Carl Nelson barkingsquirrel 4 hrs ago

Wonderful stuff.
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shawn shawn663@substack 17 mins ago

1,000 donation of 24.99 would be a good start for a TV ad. If you think they wouldn’t take our ad

please read my post. “Modern definition of traitor”

Big Daddy Pharma loves the MSM

Change of Tactics ?

We have more than enough information

shawn

Apr 27

Lets start using it.

Writes shawn663@substack ·just now

Regarding discrimination:

We have come along way, no need to go into detail about that.

Here is the question of interest today.

Is it discriminatory/illegal for a broadcaster national or local to refuse to place an ad which is not

hate speech, violence promoting or discriminatory. I won't promote your ad because I don't agree

with your perfectly legal cause..

If so does that not give them the right to refuse service to any cause they choose based on

anything they choose,,,,,colour to religion etc... I don't think that is allowed

Therefore we should be legally able to demand our right to place an advert related to the WHO

constitution takeover on the national networks. If they refuse at the vary least we can expose their

refusal. I am sure they will refuse by the way, we still win!

The ad will require airtime purchase and direction.scripting etc....

I am sure we can through donations raise far more than enough money to accomplish this one

simple thing. And it is simple, in a society that values free speech.

Possibly we can find someone capable of organizing such an action, can we set up a sign up form

somewhere online we can collect donations. In canada be sure you don't donate more than 25

dollars you could be flagged as a terrorist. Yes I didn't capitalize canada not sure we are still worthy

of country status,,,, it seems we are a corporation now favouring some over others as is the

corporate right.

using the internet the tool they most fear lets organize. Find someone that is experienced in

commercials and the drive to get it done. I will be the first to donate.

There is a legal term used I have heard it on TV its called an “info dump” we have been info

dumped. I have said it in other postings does ivermectin work when did they know who suppressed

it. Get back to the basics and get public.

The movement needs to break into at least two conjoined operations:

1 continues with medical dissemination.

2 political action on the MSM using the law, I am aware that is exactly what they successfully

prevent us from doing everyday.

Shawn663
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MICHAEL STINSON, NP, MSN 28 mins ago

Wishful thinking. Please, show me where a casual conversation with anyone morphs into helping

1000. Especially when the subject matter is so complex. How do you distill such a complicated

subject into an easy-to-understand very short story that will stimulate a Fellow Citizen into sharing

unaltered bullet-points to another Fellow Citizen until, finally, the message is delivered in its

meaningful way to 1000 Fellow Citizens?

And, assuming 1000 Fellow Citizens get the unaltered meaning of your message, what then do we

Fellow Citizens do with the information? What actions do we Fellow Citizens take to help save our

Constitutional Democracy?
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Dianne Stoess 28 mins ago

This is what President Eisenhower warned us about as he was going out of office, the Military

Industrial Complex". Long story short, he passed this information on to President John F. Kennedy,

who then began taking action to restore power to the U.S. Government, so they killed him. He was

a threat to "their democracy". There's more to this story. If you keep going down this rabbit hole,

very deep down, you'll find information that is even more shocking.
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Jean 36 mins ago · edited 32 mins ago

What a way to spend one's Anniversary! A blessed one and wishes for many more!

A blockbuster for sure! I'm pretty sure ETV TL had Benz on a bit ago. He and his operation have

and are doing a remarkable job. For myself, do accord him credibility well worth incorporating.

His analysis of the potential impacts the strategies of our opposition are profound. It highlights our

need to spread the nature and goals of the strategies being employed against us. As an aside, is

this why Trump is doing all these in Person rallies and trying to expand his Truth operation? Next.

we need to assure the real details of what our Governance would set out to deliver are shared in

every corner.

Indulging my tinfoil hat:

To me this strongly implies an ongoing Bush senior, Clinton, Bush, Obama complicity. Manipulations

of target minds is established as a long termed effort. After the fact we learn of the Bush Obama

friendship. Bush put Homeland Security in place. (As uninvolved as I was. I was very unhappy about

that). Bush appointed CJ Robert's, the architect of the Obamacare decision. Bush and Robert's are

reportedly friends.

Where does that lead me? The upcoming Missouri v Biden SC outcome. We seem to have the

Men's Club vs the Hen House with Robert's and likely ACB being critical to the outcome. For me

white knuckles and clenched teeth.

TFH off.

Will be sharing this promptly!

Your "Fallout" last night was top notch - full of new information and perspectives!

Thank you! Looking forward to your next!

Again Happy Anniversary & Many More 

Bestest Ever ♡♡♡
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oldguy52 48 mins ago

Yeah, I watched that last night. I have to say, it's scary as hell. Not a real surprise that they want to

disarm us all.....
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D D 1 hr ago

Ok, this is the third time I will try to comment, 502 bad gateway took my first response, then

needing to prove I was a paid subscriber eliminated the next comment. I have learned

perseverance./ I haven't read the transcript, yet the range of comments indicate why I wasn't

interested in politics, the workings of the government and the associated venues. I must have

known that what would ensue would shake me to my core. I have spent more than my entire

adulthood studying the various modalities of mysticism, esoteric and meditation teachings. And

now to be presented with the current reality of life, I pull up this knowledge to assist me to cope

with the constant, insidious barrage of bad news. Since finding Dr. Malone, because of my need to

find a voice of knowledge in an area where I had very little, I have gotten more than I bargained for.

I'm not complaining, just feeling overwhelmed at times. Today is one of those days...
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Jean 1 hr ago

For the record - tried to listen to the interview twice. First time good. Second time badly broken up.

Prepared comment. Pressed Post. Was shunted to an only subscribers allowed to post with a

option to claim I'm a subscriber. Next screen verified me and shunted me to a blank black screen.

Will try and recreate post and copy it just in case.
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Tom Daniel Tom’s Substack 1 hr ago

My 'comment' has been blocked!
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Tom Daniel Tom’s Substack 2 hrs ago

Couple quick things, the "writer" - Walter Issacson - Mike Benz mentioned is a longtime "CFR"

member; and former ASPEN Institute grand-Poobah and "CFR" member - Lisa A. Monaco - is now

"Deputy Attorney General" to Merrick Garland. (figures).

Absolute mind blowing information (MANY THANKS to Tucker Carlson and the Malones for posting

it.

Either the United States of America (still) exists as a sovereign nation via the (7) ARTICLEs and (24)

Sections of the U.S. CONSTITUTION - which by the way NOWHERE mentions the words

"democracy" or "Democracy"...and "We" the people are still "living" as per ARTICLE IV, SECTION

4., which CLEARLY states: " The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a

Republican Form of Government" - or, "We" are now "SUBJECTS" - to a FRAUDULENT TYRANNY

that calls itself a Democracy...in reality, a FRAUDULENT CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY - BEYOND

"FASCISM" - that now CONTROLS the U.S. federal government; and has SOLD OUT the American

people into the INTERNATIONAL Communist toilet of One-World-Government - "for the common

good".

The one "NGO" Mike Benz did not identify by name that de facto IS the Head of the open-sewer

snake in D.C., IS the "COUNCIL on FOREIGN RELATIONS" - the tiny 5000 member MINORITY (in

this nation of some 330 millions of (formerly) SOVEREIGN Americans) - a "NGO" that has for over a

half century absolutely dominated and controlled the U.S. federal government, U.S. DOMESTIC

policy; and BOTH political "parties".

"They" are the "expert" class who have TOTALLY screwed the working class- middle class of

America; and are the DIRECT cause of the never ending series of (manufactured) "CRISIS" - from

so-called "climate change" to WIDE-OPEN-BORDERS to INFLATION (and) FRAUDULENT elections.

This (minority) of anti-American CONSPIRATORS, who HATE the very idea of "Making America

Great Again" are utopian zealots fixated on the INSANITY of creating (global) "absolute equality of

OUTCOME" in all things - from birth to death - via a preposterous One-World-Government -

"administered" by a (parasite) class Un-elected, Un-accountable, LIFETIME "tenured"

INTERNATIONAL Bureaucratic apparatchiks and nomenklatura - with "regional" (global)

Commissars

(read GESTAPO) to keep the 'masses' in line.

What ever happened to the notion and consequences of TREASON?
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Couple quick things, the "writer" - Walter Issacson - Mike Benz mentioned is a longtime "CFR"

member; and former ASPEN Institute grand-Poobah and "CFR" member - Lisa A. Monaco - is now

"Deputy Attorney General" to Merrick Garland. (figures).

Absolute mind blowing information (MANY THANKS to Tucker Carlson and the Malones for posting

it.

Either the United States of America (still) exists as a sovereign nation via the (7) ARTICLEs and (24)

Sections of the U.S. CONSTITUTION - which by the way NOWHERE mentions the words

"democracy" or "Democracy"...and "We" the people are still "living" as per ARTICLE IV, SECTION

4., which CLEARLY states: " The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a

Republican Form of Government" - or, "We" are now "SUBJECTS" - to a FRAUDULENT TYRANNY

that calls itself a Democracy...in reality, a FRAUDULENT CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY - BEYOND
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policy; and BOTH political "parties".

"They" are the "expert" class who have TOTALLY screwed the working class- middle class of

America; and are the DIRECT cause of the never ending series of (manufactured) "CRISIS" - from

so-called "climate change" to WIDE-OPEN-BORDERS to INFLATION (and) FRAUDULENT elections.

This (minority) of anti-American CONSPIRATORS, who HATE the very idea of "Making America

Great Again" are utopian zealots fixated on the INSANITY of creating (global) "absolute equality of

OUTCOME" in all things - from birth to death - via a preposterous One-World-Government -

"administered" by a (parasite) class Un-elected, Un-accountable, LIFETIME "tenured"
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